Single PON network design with unconstrained splitting stages
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1. Introduction

In access networks based on passive optical components, a Passive Optical Network (PON) connects an output port of an OLT (Optical Line Terminal), located in a Central Office, to a set of ONUs (Optical Network Units), one for each client (herein, designated as client terminals). Such connections (from the Central Office to the client terminals) are based on passive optical components, i.e., optical splitters and fibers. When the number of client terminals is larger than the capacity of a PON, multiple PONs are deployed, each one corresponding to one output port of the OLT.

In this paper, we address the single PON network design problem in the context of densely populated urban scenarios. In these scenarios, client terminals are concentrated on a small number of locations (i.e., buildings) which enables us to model the problem with fewer variables and constraints. In the general case, the length of the path from the Central Office to each client terminal, and the number of splitters on it, is constrained by the maximum optical power that can be sent by the Central Office and the power loss suffered by the optical signal on fibers and splitters. In densely populated urban scenarios, though, distances between the Central Office and the client locations are short and such constraints do not need to be considered. Moreover, network infrastructures, like ducts or fiber cables, are usually available in these scenarios (or can be used from other utility entities) which enable us to model connection costs by a cost per fiber model.

In the single PON network design problem, we have to decide where to install splitters and how to interconnect all network elements (Central Office, splitters and client terminals) through optical fiber connections. Splitters are optical devices that split the optical signal coming from the Central Office over its different output fibers. In this paper, we consider PON topology solutions where the splitting ratio and the number of splitting stages are not constrained to a given target design but, instead, are decided based on the cost of the solutions. We present different Integer Linear Programming formulations to model this problem and provide computational results showing that the optimal solutions can be computed for realistic problem instances. In addition, we describe how the formulations can be adapted for the traditional PON topology approaches and present computational results showing that significant cost gains are obtained with the unconstrained splitting stage approach.
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where a set of clients are to be connected through more than one PON because the total number of clients is higher than the capacity of a single PON. This is a very complex optimization problem since besides the design of each PON, this problem also includes the clustering of client terminals to PONs. Due to its complexity, the multiple PON network design problem is tackled with approximate methods. Such solution techniques are of interest for quickly finding solutions in the evaluation process of many different network scenarios and for deciding which PONs should be implemented and which client terminals should be connected to each PON. Nevertheless, for the final network design, exact methods that can find optimal solutions for each PON are preferable.

In this work, we address the single PON network design case, i.e., we assume that the clustering of client terminals to PONs has been previously decided and each PON design must be individually determined. Unlike most of previous works, we consider a PON topology where the splitting ratio and the number of splitting stages are not constrained to any target design but, instead, are decided by the optimization task based on the minimum cost objective. Unlike the traditional approaches, where the single PON network design is easy for real size problem instances, this is a hard problem as it will be seen in the computational results.

We start by presenting a generic model for the single PON network design problem, which is non-linear. Then, we propose several ILP (Integer Linear Programming) models and test them by solving test instances with up to 256 client terminals (a PON capacity value which is foreseen in the near future). In the context of the computational results, we compare the efficiency of the different models and show that the most efficient modeling alternatives are able to solve to optimality all problem instances.

In addition, we describe how the proposed models can be adapted for the traditional PON topology approaches. We present computational results that compare the obtained optimal costs between the different approaches. These cost comparisons show that significant cost gains are obtained for PONs of larger capacity with the unconstrained splitting stage approach when compared with the traditional approaches.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the optimization problem and overviews the recent works on PON network design. Section 3 presents the several modeling alternatives to the problem. Section 4 presents and discusses the problem instances and the computational results. Finally, Section 5 presents the conclusions and the issues for future research.

2. Problem description

Consider the example shown in Fig. 1 defining the location of the Central Office (where the OLT is hosted) and of the client terminals that must be connected in a total of 64 client terminals (numbers close to client locations indicate the number of client terminals). Fig. 1 also shows the potential locations for the splitters. The simplest possible PON configuration considers a single splitting stage. In this case, the Central Office is connected to a splitter and this splitter is connected to the individual client terminals. Since the number of terminals is 64 in our example, the splitter must have a splitting ratio of 1:64 (as illustrated in Fig. 2). In the downstream, the optical signal sent by the Central Office is split in equal parts by the splitter among all its output ports. This solution minimizes the cost associated with splitters while penalizing the cost associated with fibers. Note that if the number of terminals is lower than 64, but higher than 32, a splitter with splitting ratio 1:64 is still required although some of its output ports are not in use.

Some recent works have considered single splitting stage solutions in the design of multiple PONs in the context of greenfield scenarios, i.e., scenarios where no infrastructure exists and its deployment costs must be considered in the optimization task. Approximate solution methods are proposed both in Bley, Ljubic, and Maurer (2013) and in Li and Chen (2009) where this last work also considers maximum length constraints to the fiber lengths of each PON.

A more flexible solution is to consider two splitting stages, which often arises in practice. In this case, the Central Office is connected to a first stage splitter, then this splitter is connected to different second stage splitters and, finally, these splitters are connected to the individual client terminals. In Fig. 3, we illustrate a two splitting stage solution where the splitting ratio is 1:4 in the first stage and 1:16 in the second stage (note that other splitting ratios can also be adopted on each stage). As in the previous case, the optical signal sent by the Central Office must be split in equal parts by 64 before reaching each client terminal. Nevertheless, in this case, the split of the optical signal is distributed by the two splitting stages instead of being done on a single splitting stage (as in the previous case): it is first split by 4 in the first stage (the number of terminals served by each of these output connections is 64/4 = 16) and, then, each of these output signals is split by 16 in the second stage (the number of terminals served by each of these output connections is 16/16 = 1).

Note that, in this case, the client terminals in the same location can be connected to the network through different splitters (in
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